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OR. EO VAN REUTH: I want to take a moment to give you a few reflections from the sponsoring agency. 
The Advanced Research Projects Agency has been set up to take chances on high risk R and 0. I 
have a warm spot in my heart for this particular program because it's the first one that I was 
fortunate enough to pull together on an integrated basis. However, I have to admit that when it 
was first suggested by Mike Buckley that I should put a few chips in NOE, I felt kind of blah about 
it. I felt it was not a risky area, that it was not the colorful type of thing that ARPA should 
be getting into. The more I ~rd about it, however, the more I realized the importance of this 
area and that a good investment in some people that Don had pulled together would pay off hand-
somely. I want to compliment Don and the excellent team he has gotten together. I am particularly 
excited tonight to have the atteniton of people like Secretary Brownman who, I can appreciate, 
understands technology and understands that it needs diffusing out into the services. The program 
is still risky unless we can pull that off. Let's hope that getting the attention of people like 
Secretary Brownman and others will aid in a technology transfer so that new developments will not 
be lost for another decade or two, or until someone rediscovers it. 
OR. MICHAEL J. BUCKLEY: Every year Don puts us on the agenda and I'm never quite sure what we should 
say. I will begin by saying that one of my favorite words is paradigm, as Keuhn uses it. It 
means the changing of the whole foundation upon which a technology rests. That is what people win 
a Nobel prize for--for changing the concept in which a technology is structured. And we set out 
in this program to really try to do that for NOE. That's what made it a blue chip area for 
Ed. 
Let me give you a few observations made over the last few years. Two years ago when we first 
got the researchers together and they came to our meetings, one quickly got the feeling that 
they were there because the money was there. NOE was not really a respectable place to be doing 
research, but if that's where the money was, that was fine. Last year I think one saw more of a 
mixture of people getting into some discussions, not quite really ready to say that this is 
where the research is, but it looked a little bit better. And I think over the last year 
what has happened is that it has almost become respectable to some pretty good people. That is 
really important. This field, as those of you who have been in it for awhile will agree, has 
been one that has been neglected. We're now getting more first rate people involved, and that's 
exciting. It has become technically acceptable, and this is critical. 
Much of the credit for this elevation is due ARPA and Ed van Reuth. The funding was raised to 
a level which would allow us to show some progress in a reasonable time period. And what's 
hap.pened now is that it is not only accepted, it's expected, that we will produce things which 
will have a major impact. So that on the sponsoring side, the fundamental aspects of NOE are 
accepted now as being an area which will produce results and which will result in payoffs. I 
think, as you will hear in Friday's talk, a lot of work is going into transitioning this tech-
nqlogy and· trying to make a major impact on systems with what has happened already in this 
program. 
But okay, that's enough of, "Gee whiz, we've done a lot of good stuff and isn't that nice", and 
we all pat ourselves on the back. A final observation is that in one way we've gotten off cheap 
so far. A lot of the things which we have been able to identify for transition have been things 
which were developed for· other technologies and which we have borrowed; it was easy to move them 
over to NDE, Now, we 1re faced with some very difficult problems that other areas have not worked 
on, and hopefully, oath the researchers and the sponsors will be patient enough and forceful 
enough to push along to really get to an analytical ability to predict failure. That's our real 
test. We've got some good marks in the beginning, but will we persevere enough to really get to 
the capabilitY which we 1 ve a 11 ta 1 ked about? Will NOE really become the tool which most of us 
would like to see it become? 
Thank you. 
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